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DRAFT INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF RACIAL
DISCRIMINATION (E/CN.4/Sub.2/234; E/CN.4/SUb.2/L.308 and Add.l/Rev.l
and Add.l/Rev.l/Corr.l, L.309, L.3l0, L.3ll, L.3l3, L.3l4) (continued)

The CHAIRMAN announced that the Work~ng Group had reached agreement on

the text of a preamble to the draft convention. He invited discussion of the

three sets of draft articles subm~tted by members, of the Sub-Commission

(E/CN.4/Sub .2/L.308 and Add.l/Rev.l and Add.l/Rev.l/Corr.l, E/CN.4/Sub .2/L.309

and E/CN.4/Sub.2/L.3l4).

Mr. KRISHNASWAMI drew attention to his amendment (E/CN.4/Sub.2/L~3l0,

'para., 4r to the definition stated in article I of Mr. Abram' s text

(E/CN.4/Sub.2/L.308). He would introduce the word "nationality" in quotation

marks and explain its meaning for the purposes of the convention in a foot-note

reading as follows:

rr'Nationality', as the term is used in this convention, is different from

the meaning of the term in public international law where it indicates a

recognized link between an individual and a State to which he owes

allegiance and which has an international responsibility for him. It is

for that reason that this term is within quotation marks. Its meaning in

the present context is that which it has in the case of States composed

of groups of different origin. rr

With that explanatory foot-note, the article could not be interpreted as

denying to a State its right to make special provisions regarding aliens within

its territory.

Mr. MUDAWI, commenting on the definition of racial discrimination given

in the three texts before the Sub-Commission, emphasized that it'should be as

broad and explicit as possible. Mr. Abram's text had the great merit of clarity,

while Mr. Calvocoressi's (E/CN.4/Stib.2/L.309) would gain by including in the term

uperson", not only groups of persons, but'corporate bodies or juridical persons.

Mr. CALVOCORESSI said he wa!3 prepared to accept Mr. Mudawi' s suggestion.

His definition was brief for emphasis, and it reproduced the wording adopted in

the UNESCO and ILO Conventions (E/CN.4/Sub.2/234).

Mr. MATSCH felt that the definition in question was too brief; it would

be better to err on the side of wordiness rather than brevity.
" I
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Mr. ABRAM, noting that his definition, like the Declaration adopted by

the General Assembly, specified ethnic origin as one of the grounds for

discrimination, stressed the importance, in drafting the convention, of. assessing

the nature and scope of ethnic discrimination in the contemporary world. Ethnic

discrimination might well be directed towards obliterating the social and cultural

differences which defined and gave life and significance to a particular ethnic

group. That would also be +:rue of a nationality group in a multi-nation3.l

State. Recent events had once again reminded the world that there were two

distinct groups in Cyprus, for example. Countries with multi-racial p9pulations,

such as the United States and the USSR, had very complex ethnic groups. The

Nazis ha~ used a system of grading ethnic groups as a basis for their genocide

campaign. Since the defeat of Nazi Germany, while no State had. pursued a policy

of genocide, some States in which discrimination was prohibited by law were

carrying out policies which might have the effect of obliterating an ethnic group.

Ethnic differences were absolutely dependent for survival on language,

schools, publications and other, cultural institutions often regarded as

characteristic of a nationaJ.ity. However well-treated in other respects a member

of an ethnic group might be, if he were cut off from his tradition and culture,

he would be the vict~ of discrimination and the right of his group to survive

would be jeopardized. Consequently, all forms of discrimin,~tionwhich deprived

all ethnic group of the means of continuing its culture and maintaining its

traditions was a violation of the principle stated in the Declaration on the

Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination and should be made an offense

under the Convention. He was not certain of the precise language that should

be used but there was need to be specific with regard to nationality groups and

national traditions.

l'fJI". CAFO'IC~!!, after making a comparative analysis of the three drafts

under discussion, said that the text of the Convention should so far as possible

convey the spirit of the Declaration adopted by the .Assembly. Thus, it was

proper for the definition of discrimination to include discriminati9n on ethnic

grounds. However, the problem of ethnic discrimination should not be developed

beyond the framework of the Declaration and should not be equated with

discrimination on grounds of national origin or nationality. The problems of

national origin and nationality were manifold, but they were outside the scope of
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a conventjon designed to protect the rights of the individual, which was the

purpose of all United Nations conventions in the field, of human rights. Indeed,

it might even be helpful, to make that purpose explicit. The definit~on of

upersonu contained in ¥.lI'. Calvocoressi' s article I, as amended by Mr. Mudawi,

was also a useful one, and should be retained. Finally, paragraph 2 of that

article had considerable merit in that it recalled the definition of discrimination

contained in the Declaration of Human Rights and in the draft Covenants.

Mr. MUDAWI observed that in some Af'ric!=ln countries small backward groups

were given preferential treatment by legislation. Re suggested, accordingly, that

the article in which rac~al discrimination was defined should also include a

statement to the effect that preferences designed to assi~t backward groups

within a country did not ccnstitute racial discrimination.

Mr. SAARIO pointed out that the proble:pt was covered by article II, "

paragraph 3, of Mr. Abram's text (E/CN.4/Sub.2/L.,308); however, he saw no

objection to the addition suggested by Mr. Mudawi.

He al'vTays preferred brevity in defin;j.tions, particularly when they woulr:

have to be translated into many languages. He thought the word udistinction"

preferable to the vTord udifferentiation", which had too fine a shade of meaning.

'I'he words udistinction, exclusion, preference and limitation" would cover all

the aspects of discrimination which should be taken into account •

. While, as UNESCO 'had shown, there loTas no such thing as race, the term "race"

vTOuld have to be used in the draft convention. The words "race", "colour" and

"ethnic origin" al~L meant rr.uch the same thing, but "nationality" was a different

matter. 'The General Assembly had used the expression Unational origin" in the

preamble of the Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial

Discrimination and the expression "ethnic origin" in the body of the Declaration;

he lTondered loThy it had changed from the' one expression to the other. In any

event, everyone understood what was meant by the term Unational origin", and

he loTould not ob,ject to its use in the definition.

/ ...
I
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Mr. KRISHNASWAMI recalled that Mr. Abram had accepted his proposal

replacing the word "may" by the word "shall" in article 11, paragraph 3 of his

text (E/CN .4/Sub .2/L.308) • That paragraph as amended, in directing states to

take special measures to protect backward groups, went much further than the

statement suggested by Mr. Mudawi. There would be no harm, however, in adding

such a statement to the article defining racial discrimination.

There was some value in using the term "nationality" in quotation marks in

the definition because in South Africa, for example, the~e was a problem of racial

discrimination against persons of Indian national origin. "National origin" and

"ethnic origin" were not synonymous.

Mr. AWAD was grateful to Mr. Mudawi for raising the problem of groups

which the State had to favour in order to ensure their integration into the life

of the country. The Sub-Commission must be very careful, however, to phrase any

provision on that point in such a way as to leave no opportunity for abuse.

Mr. ABRAM said he prefe~red Mr. Krishnaswami's position on the question

of nationality to rtJI". Capotorti' s.

Mr. BOUQUIN remarked that the three definitions before the Sub-Commission

were not very different. Article 1, paragraph 1, of the text submitted by

Mr. Ivanov and Mr. Ketrzynski (E/CN.4/Sub.2/L.314) contained some excellent

ideas. He too preferred the word "distinction" to the word "differentiation",

however, and h,e thought that, as the expressions "ban on access" and "exclusion"

were synonymous, on~ of them ~hou1d be omitted. The definition of the word

trperson" proposed in M!:'. Ca1vocoressi's text (E/CN.4/Sub.2/L.309) should be

retained. A reference to discrimination based on nationality or national

origin in multi -national States might be he1Iful, but he vicndered whether there

would be any point in referring to such discrimination in States that were not

multi -naticnal. In all ccuntries a distinction was n:ade bet'Heen nationals and

aliens. The problem was a difficult one and should be carefully considered.

On the question of special protective measures raised by Mr. Mudawi, he recalled

/ ..•
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that the Sub-Commission, in drafting paragraph 11 of the Declaration on the

Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, had inserted a proviso to

the effect that su~h measures should not be maintained after the achievement

of their objective. The Sub-Commission should continue to treat such sIlecial

measures a3 exceptional and provisional.

Mr. MATSCH felt that the terms ''ban on access" and "exclusion" were

syp.onymous, as were the terms "distinction" and "differentiation". If, therefore,

Mr. Apram would agree to add the word "limitatio~~r to h~.s~ definition

(E/CN.4/Sub .2/t.308), the list of terms equated with discrim;i.nation would be

identical in the three definitions before the SUb-Commission. On the question

of. national origin, he preferred the ful;L ex:Pl;:lnatpry t~xt suggested by

Mr. Abram in article I of his text (E/CN.4/Su'b .2/t.,308).

Mr. IVPJ.ifOV pointed out that the text which he and Mr. Ketrzynski had

suggested (E/CN.4/Sub .2/t.3l4) contained at the end of article I, IlaragraIlh 1,
. .

an essential element in the definition of discrimination,. namely, a description

of the purIlose or effect of discrimination as "nullifying or impairing equality

in granting or practising human rights and freedoms". That part of the

definition not only complemented the first part, but might, he felt, dispel

the concern of previous sIleakers with regard to the inclusion in the copvention

c~ a reference to sIlecial measures for the protection of certain groups. As

such 'measures were usually designed to Illace such groups on an equal footing

with other sectors of the IloIlulation which might be more advanced from

educational or other Iloints of view, the formula he had quoted should have the

effect of ensuring that any such measures could not but be in accordance with

the convention.

1,jr. ABRAM acceIlted Mr. Matsch I s suggestion regarding the inclusion of

the word "limitation" in article I of his own text.

Mr. CUEVAS CPJ.ifCINO found the definitions of discrimination contained

in the three texts before the SUb-Commission on the whole very sim1lar.

/...
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He did not, agree that the, definition contai;ned in. art~cle I of the text

suggested by Mr. lvanov and Mr. Ketrzynski (E/rn.4/SUb.2/L.3l4) was repetitious.

For instance, the meaning of "ban on access" was not identical with that of

"exclusion", as one meant that certain persons might be prohibited access to

certain places, whereas the other would imp~ that certain people might be

excluded frcm certain ;i.nsti lIutions and activities from. which they were not in

fact officia1J.¥ banned. The word upreference" acquired quite a definite Jneaning

if it was considered in the ~ontext of the ~ in which whites were treated in

the Republic of South Africa. Similarly, "limitationu had a pertect~ definite

meaning in the sense that it co~d refer to the prejudice to an individual 's

career caused by discrimina.tion. A list of the various forms of discrimination.
in the article which defined the ter.m was not only useful - it was absolutely

necessary, because it would constitute the backbone of the convent10n, and he

d1~ not consider any of the te;rms used in the text suggested by Mr. lvanov and

Mr. Ketrzynski to be redundant.

With regard to the special measures which might be necessary for the

protection of certain groups of the population, he still thought that the formula

proposed by five Latin Pmerican countries in, the Third Committee for article 2,

paragraph 3 of the Declaration (A/5603, para. 66) was the most satisfactory. It
"

was important 'to bear in pdnd that protection of certain groups did not

constitute discrimination. Nor should such measures be abruptly discontinued.

In some cases, they became part of national institutions, and a permanen:t means

of securing rights which were in the interests of the country as a whole. As BP
example, he cited the case of Mexico, where the ownership of the land by the

Indians had been originally recognized by the: Spanish Crown, and subsequently I

withdraw. on legal grounds, after the revolu:tion of 1810, so that the Indian

villages had been left entirely without land. It had required the revolution

of 1910, )lith its ensuing land refor.m, to reswre the original more equitab.l:e

situation.

He was opposed to Mr. Krishnaswami's proposal t~ put the word Unationality'u

.between quotation marks, and al.sc against the insertion of afoot-note on the

subject in the draft convention. Such an apparently special interpretation of,

/ .~ ..
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of the word might prove misleading, and could cause problems. The term

"nationality" as used in Mr. Abrem's text (E/CN.4/SUb.2/L.308) might be taken to

mean persons who had not been integrated into the national life of the state

because ~,;hey had originally came from other countr,ies, and thE:l existence of such

groups raised problem.s of j~is~iiction in any case. The term "national origin",

used in document E/CN.4/Sub.2/L.3l4, seemed to him more satisfactory.

Mr. CALVOCORESSI ,said that he would withdraw paragraph 1 (b) of

article I of his text (E/CN.4/SUb.2/L.309) if the Sub-Commission agreed to retain

parts of the other two clauses. He had some doubts ab,out the use of the term

"national origin" and preferred the term "nationality". He 'tvould lik~ to see the

last part of article I, paragraph 1 as suggested by Mr. Ivanov and Mr. Ketrzynski

with its reference to discrimination with the purpose or effect Of nullifying or

impairing equality in the granting or practising of human rights, retained in

the draft convention.

He also hoped that the Sub-Commission would retain his own vers~on of

article I, paragraph 2. With regard to article I, paragraph 2 of Mr. Ivanov

and Mr. Ketrzynski t s text, he had no cbtjection to its inclusion in the convention,

but diq not think that the article de£ining discrimination was the right place

for it.

The CHAIRMAN, speaking in his personal capacity, remarked that he found

the text, suggested by Mr. Ivanov and Mr. Ketrzynski satisfactory, particularly,

since Mr. Cuevas Cancino's arguments, had convinced him of the need to include a

diversity of tenus in the definition. He also thought that a reference to the

purposes of discrimination was valuable, and that the second part of article I,

paraeraph 1 in th~t text should therefore be retained, but he suggested the

addition, at the end of the sub-paragraph, of a phrase along the following lines:

"as vTell as equality ot treatment or opportunity in respect of such rights".

He agreed with Mr. Cuevas Cancino that the tenu "national origin" was

preferable to "nationality", and he would certainlY not be in favour of putting

that word in quotation marks or using a foot-note. Such a procedure would not

make for clarity, a primary requirement in the convention.

/ ...
I
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It 'WaS sc:metimes necessary for Governments to take special measures to protect

certain sections of the population, and in that cOl:mexion he too still felt a

prefe~nce for the fo~la p~oposed in the IThird Committee by five Latin American

countries (A/5603, para. 66).

Mr. BARrON (International Confederation of Free Trade Unions) thought

1.1U:l.t the baRic definition of discrimination should include some indication

that the differences of race, colour, etc., might be either real or presumed.

There were many cases where the difference between groups of a population, which

were being used. as a pretext for discrimination, were in fact non-existent, pr at

least debatable. Ceylon was one case in point, and another was South Africa, where
,

the population was arbitrarily divided into the categories of white, black and

coloured, and where persons and families were. often changed from one category to

another mere~ by decision of the authorities.

While Mr. Krishnaswami' s suggestions concerning the treatment of the word

"nationality" were unconventional, t;hey probably represented the only 'W8:3 of

solving the canplex problem involved. Like the word "race", the word "nationality".

represented different concepts, some ethnic, some political, in different countries.

Where special protection of certain groups was concerned, he felt sane

misgivings about the wisdom of including in the convention.a reference to

inliividuals belonging :to cer:tain. racial groups, as had been done in article 11 of

Mr. Abram's text (E/CN.4/SUb.2/L.308). While presumably the reference did not

imply spec~al protection to every single member of a group, it made the provision

less clear.

Mr. INGLES thought that the SUb-Cannnission had already expressed a

consensus of opinion regarding the contents of article I of the draft convention.

In the interests of precision and to take care of the point raised by the

Chairman, he suggested that the phrase "of opportunity or treatment in the

. enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms proclaimed in the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights" should be insertf!d in article I, paragraph 1, after

the word "equality", to replace the 'Words. "in granting 0;1" practising human rights

and f;reedom,S" i;n the, text suggested by Mr. Ivanov and Mr. Ketrzynsi

(E/CN.4/SUb.2/L.3l4).
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. The CHAIEMAN, speaking in his personal capacity, said that he found

Mr. Ingl~s 's amendment more satisfactory than his own, which he woul.d accordingly

withdraw.

Mr. SAARIO remarked t;hat' the difference between the terms "nationality"

and "national origin" was clear. In international law, the term "nationality"

was frequently used to mean "citizenship". He a~cordingly felt that the use of

the term "national origin" would avoid ambiguity.

I
1

i
1

SUb-Commission was proCeedinglTheThe CHAIEMAN favoured the sugge,stion.

very slowly by its present method of work.

Mr. AWAD, observing that it was difficult t.o draft a document on the

basis of three separate texts, suggested that the SU,h..CamrJ.ssion might work mpre

effectively if it selected one of the propOSed teit~ as the basis of its work.

The other prpposals could then be submitted in the form of amendments to the

working text.

Mr. IVANOV felt that such a procedure would give an unjustifiable

preference to one text over the others. In the past the Sub-Connnission had been

successful in, working with a number of texts, either in plenary or through a

working group. While :the SUb-Commission should try to accelerate its work, it

must avoid undue haste.

The meeting rose at 1.5 p.m.
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